1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-19-01255}
===============

Carcinoma of the prostate (CaP) is the second most frequently diagnosed cancer in men worldwide and the fifth leading cause of cancer death in men \[[@B1-ijms-19-01255]\]. Among the 1.1 million new cases of CaP diagnosed, about two-thirds occur among men in developed countries, where 17% of the world's male population resides. Despite the higher incidence in developed countries, CaP mortality is highest among men of African ancestry residing in the Caribbean and in Southern and Central Africa \[[@B1-ijms-19-01255]\]. In the United States, CaP is the most common non-cutaneous cancer and the second leading cause of male cancer deaths in the US \[[@B2-ijms-19-01255]\]. In comparison to Caucasian Americans (CA), African American (AA) men have 1.7 times higher incidence, and 2.4 times higher mortality rate \[[@B3-ijms-19-01255]\]. Disparities in the diagnosis, treatment, and survival of CaP patients are often attributed to socio-economic status and access to healthcare \[[@B4-ijms-19-01255],[@B5-ijms-19-01255]\]. However, even after adjusting for the effects of socio-economic factors, racial disparities in CaP incidence and mortality rates remain significant, suggesting for a greater contribution from molecular and genetic factors \[[@B6-ijms-19-01255]\]. Among diverse ethnic populations, distinct interaction between genetic factors may contribute to the differential propensity for mutations in oncogenic drivers that contribute to the initiation and progression of aggressive cancers \[[@B7-ijms-19-01255],[@B8-ijms-19-01255],[@B9-ijms-19-01255],[@B10-ijms-19-01255]\]. The stratification of patients based on the higher frequencies of specific oncogenic drivers that are associated with ancestry can lead to more effective treatments. For example, a higher prevalence of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation among female non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients of East Asian descent who are non-smokers often results in dramatic responses to EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors, leading to a more favorable prognosis for overall survival \[[@B9-ijms-19-01255],[@B11-ijms-19-01255]\].

The initial breakthrough in sequencing DNA by chain terminating method \[[@B12-ijms-19-01255]\] opened a path of discovery that led to the Human Genome Project and the successful mapping of the human genome \[[@B13-ijms-19-01255],[@B14-ijms-19-01255]\]. This milestone event transformed genetic and genomic discoveries by establishing a standard reference genome to which diseased samples can be compared, and thus enable the identification of putative genetic defects. The completion of the human genome also fostered the HapMap \[[@B15-ijms-19-01255]\] and the 1000 Genomes projects \[[@B16-ijms-19-01255]\], which produced extensive catalogs of human genetic variations that facilitated the study of multifactorial diseases, including cancer, using genome-wide association studies (GWAS) \[[@B17-ijms-19-01255]\]. The progress in Next-generation sequencing technologies further accelerated the discovery of genomic alterations, allowing for the grouping of some cancers into subtypes, and placed personalized or precision medicine within reach of most cancer patients. Since the heterogeneity in the molecular basis of CaP across different ethnic or racial population groups is poorly understood, the under-representation of ethnic or racial minorities in most large scale genomic analyses of CaP will delay the discovery of unique genomic alterations and prevent the generalizability of findings from these studies \[[@B18-ijms-19-01255]\]. This review will examine the progress in our understanding of the genetics and genomics of CaP, from the discovery of CaP susceptibility alleles, through identification of germline mutations, to recent developments in the detection of somatic gene alterations in localized and metastatic CaP genomes, in the context of existing CaP disparity between AA and CA men.

2. Assessing the Contribution of Mendelian Inheritance to Prostate Cancer Risk by Segregation and Linkage Analyses Studies {#sec2-ijms-19-01255}
==========================================================================================================================

Early quantitative genetic analyses of monozygotic and dizygotic twins estimated that germline mutations contribute approximately 42--58% to CaP risk, which is higher than for any other malignancies \[[@B19-ijms-19-01255],[@B20-ijms-19-01255],[@B21-ijms-19-01255]\]. The relative risks for lethal CaP for men with one first-degree relative with CaP, selected from a National Cancer Institute (NCI) Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) cancer registry in the state of Utah, was assessed at approximately 2.5, which increased to 5.3 for those with three or more affected first-degree relatives \[[@B22-ijms-19-01255]\]. A population-based case control study of Caucasians, Blacks, and Asians reported that a family history of two or more affected first-degree relatives with CaP was associated with a higher relative risk of 9.7 in men of African ancestry, compared to 3.9 in Caucasians, and 1.6 in Asians \[[@B23-ijms-19-01255]\]. Segregation analyses studies based on statistical methods were then used to establish models of predisposition to CaP linked to Mendelian patterns of inheritance, such as autosomal dominant, recessive, or X-linked \[[@B24-ijms-19-01255],[@B25-ijms-19-01255],[@B26-ijms-19-01255],[@B27-ijms-19-01255]\]. Mendelian inheritance patterns are largely due to DNA alterations that give rise to pathogenic germline variants, or mutations in highly penetrant cancer predisposition genes such as in *HOXB13* \[[@B28-ijms-19-01255],[@B29-ijms-19-01255]\] and *BRCA2* \[[@B30-ijms-19-01255]\]. Mutations in these genes are responsible for hereditary cancer syndromes that are estimated to account for at least 5% of CaP \[[@B24-ijms-19-01255],[@B31-ijms-19-01255],[@B32-ijms-19-01255]\] ([Figure 1](#ijms-19-01255-f001){ref-type="fig"}). However, since CaP is a relatively common disease, it is less likely to develop from a few rare inherited alleles with strong penetrance but more likely to have arisen from the interaction between multiple common alleles of low and intermediate penetrance and environmental factors, such as infection or inflammation, which are likely to account for a large proportion of familial prostate cancers \[[@B32-ijms-19-01255],[@B33-ijms-19-01255],[@B34-ijms-19-01255],[@B35-ijms-19-01255]\]. The ability to further identify and assess the role of CaP susceptibility genes will benefit from advances in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and incorporating family history of cancer in the genomic sequencing of germline DNA.

3. Identification of Prostate Cancer Susceptibility Loci by Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) {#sec3-ijms-19-01255}
==================================================================================================

GWAS are usually case-control studies that examine the entire genome for association between single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with a trait or a disease. "Causal variants" are variants that confer a biological effect on the phenotype and are responsible for the signal in association studies \[[@B36-ijms-19-01255]\]. Causal variants that have been validated in large matched control cohorts are useful for predicting clinical risk, but they account for a very small fraction of the underlying genetic contribution to CaP and fewer still are able to predict aggressiveness or survival \[[@B37-ijms-19-01255],[@B38-ijms-19-01255]\]. While rare genetic variants have been shown to contribute significantly to increase risk of prostate and other cancers, they are often neglected or understudied because their low frequency precluded them from being tagged by conventional genome-wide genotyping arrays, which presents a drawback for GWAS efforts \[[@B39-ijms-19-01255],[@B40-ijms-19-01255]\]. Larger populations of cases and controls are required to detect rare variants with lower minor allele frequencies. The high-fidelity of NGS has enabled the development of haplotype reference panels, established from low-coverage whole genome sequencing (WGS) datasets of large numbers of samples. This has allowed the imputation of genotypes of as low as 0.1% and extended the utility of GWAS to decode the allelic structure of cancer susceptibility \[[@B16-ijms-19-01255],[@B41-ijms-19-01255],[@B42-ijms-19-01255],[@B43-ijms-19-01255]\]. Genotype imputation allows the prediction of genotypes that are not directly identified in the study sample. By combining a reference panel of individuals genotyped for a set of SNPs at a much higher density with a study sample derived from a genetically similar population but genotyped at only a subset of these sites, unobserved genotypes in the study sample can be imputed by extrapolation of allelic correlations measured in the reference panel \[[@B44-ijms-19-01255]\].

3.1. The 8q24 Locus and Other Prostate Cancer Risk Alleles Associated with African Americans {#sec3dot1-ijms-19-01255}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Motivated by the aim to identify common germline variants contributing to the underlying risk of CaP, Amundadottir et al. \[[@B45-ijms-19-01255]\] conducted a genome-wide linkage analysis in an Icelandic population. A variant at the 8q24 locus was found to contribute an attributable risk for CaP at approximately 8% increased risk among men of European ancestry, and 16% among men of African ancestry, suggesting a higher contribution to the incidence of CaP in the latter. Subsequent GWAS and an admixture mapping study replicated this association in different cohorts of AA men \[[@B46-ijms-19-01255],[@B47-ijms-19-01255],[@B48-ijms-19-01255]\]. The rs1447295 variant at the 8q24 locus was found to be associated with both an earlier age of diagnosis and with an increased risk for CaP among AA men \[[@B49-ijms-19-01255]\]. A later evaluation of seven SNPs that were sufficient to account for the admixture association signal identified three variants (rs16901979, rs7000448, and rs6983267) with the strongest associations and conferred significant risk for CaP in men of African ancestry \[[@B50-ijms-19-01255]\]. Additional variants, including at least nine near 8q24 were later found to be independently associated risk for CaP among AA men \[[@B51-ijms-19-01255]\]. A meta-analyses of risk variants on 8q24 confirmed that while there was a significant association of six variants with a higher risk of CaP for at least one race, the degree of association and frequency of the causative allele varied among men of different races \[[@B52-ijms-19-01255]\]

In the search for inherited variants that confer increased susceptibility to CaP among men of African descent, a case-control GWAS performed in over 3500 samples assembled from a consortium of CaP studies identified the rs7210100 SNP at 17q21, which was found to occur at 5% frequency in AA men, compared to \<1% in other populations \[[@B53-ijms-19-01255]\]. A meta-analysis of the *CYP17* gene polymorphism (rs743572) in men of African ancestry found an association of the SNP with 60% increased risk of CaP in sub-group of AA men \[[@B54-ijms-19-01255]\]. In a search for risk alleles associated with CaP aggressiveness in AA men, Whitman and colleagues \[[@B55-ijms-19-01255]\] genotyped six risk SNPs within 8q24, against clinical variables. Patients harboring the Broad11934905A allele were found to have a higher pathologic stage (pT3-4) and showed a trend toward earlier biochemical recurrence, compared to individuals with the wild type allele. More recently, Koboldt et al. \[[@B56-ijms-19-01255]\] analyzed genomic DNA from 150 CA and 122 AA CaP patients and 300 race-matched controls by whole exome sequencing (WES), followed by targeted sequencing of 800 genes in 652 aggressive CaP patients and 752 controls, of both AA and CA men. A rare deleterious variant of *TET2* associated with aggressive disease was detected at 24.4% among AA patients compared with 9.6% of controls.

GWAS has identified more than 100 common variants that account for up to 38% of the risk of familial CaP \[[@B38-ijms-19-01255],[@B57-ijms-19-01255],[@B58-ijms-19-01255],[@B59-ijms-19-01255]\] ([Figure 1](#ijms-19-01255-f001){ref-type="fig"}). As of December 2017, a search on the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) and European Molecular Biology Laboratory - European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) GWAS Catalog database (Available online: [www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas](www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas)), retrieved a total of 63 "prostate carcinoma" GWAS, which identified 587 associations with CaP, located at more than 400 different loci. While most GWAS were performed using cohorts of Caucasian populations, there were efforts to conduct studies that comprise of more diverse racial, ethnic or geographical populations, either in the initial samples \[[@B59-ijms-19-01255],[@B60-ijms-19-01255],[@B61-ijms-19-01255]\], or in the replicate populations \[[@B46-ijms-19-01255],[@B62-ijms-19-01255],[@B63-ijms-19-01255],[@B64-ijms-19-01255]\]. Studies that included men of AA ancestry in the initial samples or in the replicate samples has allowed the detection of CaP susceptibility variants associated with African ancestry \[[@B46-ijms-19-01255],[@B53-ijms-19-01255],[@B59-ijms-19-01255],[@B65-ijms-19-01255],[@B66-ijms-19-01255],[@B67-ijms-19-01255],[@B68-ijms-19-01255],[@B69-ijms-19-01255],[@B70-ijms-19-01255]\]. GWAS conducted among men from different populations, such as Latino \[[@B60-ijms-19-01255]\], South Asian \[[@B71-ijms-19-01255]\], Japanese, \[[@B60-ijms-19-01255],[@B72-ijms-19-01255]\], and Chinese \[[@B73-ijms-19-01255],[@B74-ijms-19-01255],[@B75-ijms-19-01255]\] ancestries have further identified potential race-specific differences. A large contribution to this list comes from a meta-analysis of \>10 million SNPs from GWAS in populations of European, African, Japanese, and Latino ancestry \[[@B59-ijms-19-01255]\]. This combined analysis across racial groups identified 12 new susceptibility loci, of which seven were identified in the multi-ancestry analyses. An examination of the generalizability of 82 established CaP risk variants in 4500 CaP cases and equal number of controls of African ancestry found that 68 variants (83%) had effects that were directionally consistent in their association with CaP risk, indicating that common functional alleles are shared across populations \[[@B68-ijms-19-01255]\]. Similar studies that combine the data across populations are beneficial as they not only have increased sample size and study power, but also form independent replication sample sets that promote the discovery of rare variants \[[@B46-ijms-19-01255],[@B64-ijms-19-01255],[@B66-ijms-19-01255]\].

3.2. Potential Mechanisms Contributing to the Association with Prostate Cancer Risk {#sec3dot2-ijms-19-01255}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The realization that CaP risk alleles identified in GWAS studies are consistently located in introns or intergenic regions of DNA raised the question of possible mechanisms that may regulate the association with CaP risk. Whether the perceived association has a direct cause or is pathogenic for the disease may need to be experimentally tested \[[@B76-ijms-19-01255]\]. One hypothesis proposed that the identified variant or SNP is in linkage disequilibrium with a yet to be identified causative variant that lies within a coding sequence \[[@B77-ijms-19-01255]\]. Another premise suggested that the risk allele may disrupt a transcription factor binding site of a gene promoter and affect its expression \[[@B78-ijms-19-01255]\]. The second model is exemplified by the rs10993994 SNP, found 5′ to the *MSMB* gene at 10q11 \[[@B79-ijms-19-01255],[@B80-ijms-19-01255]\]. *MSMB* encodes for the prostate secreted seminal plasma protein, PSP94, the expression of which is downregulated in CaP cells \[[@B81-ijms-19-01255],[@B82-ijms-19-01255]\]. The association of rs10993994:C \> T variant with decreased PSP94 expression observed in radical prostatectomy derived tissue specimens \[[@B83-ijms-19-01255]\] was confirmed by functional studies that mutated the rs10993994 allele \[[@B84-ijms-19-01255]\]. Homozygous rs10993994 T-allele carriers were later found to have the most significant association with DNA double strand repair capacity in blood lymphocytes after ionizing irradiation, which suggests that besides regulating *MSMB*, the rs10993994 genotype may affect genes associated with DNA repair and apoptosis \[[@B85-ijms-19-01255]\].

The gain of 8q24 region frequently occurs in prostate tumors, and it is associated with aggressive tumors, hormone independence, and poor prognosis \[[@B86-ijms-19-01255]\]. However, there was no consistent correlation between copy number amplification with mRNA or protein expression \[[@B87-ijms-19-01255],[@B88-ijms-19-01255]\]. Since the 8q24 locus lies within a 1.2 megabase region largely devoid of genes, the location of the *c-MYC* proto-oncogene towards its telomeric end has prompted searches for an association between 8q24 risk variants and *c-MYC* \[[@B89-ijms-19-01255],[@B90-ijms-19-01255]\]. An evaluation of the association between six 8q24 risk variants and the transcription of multiple genes in prostatectomy specimens from CA and AA men found no association between the expression of these genes and risk allele status \[[@B89-ijms-19-01255]\]. Wasserman et al. \[[@B90-ijms-19-01255]\] found a risk variant (rs6983267) located in an enhancer within 8q24 that was transcribed in synchrony with *c*-*MYC* during prostate development and proposed that it may confer CaP risk by acting in an early event before tumorigenesis. The hypothesis that the 8q24 risk locus may act as an enhancer element by being in contact with *MYC* \[[@B91-ijms-19-01255]\] was demonstrated by Ahmadiyeh et al. \[[@B92-ijms-19-01255]\] through the detection of long-range chromatin loops by using the chromosome conformation capture (3C) assay. Further experiments using 3C or circularized chromosome conformation capture (4C) coupled with next-generation sequencing may offer clues to interaction between 8q24 variants and *c-MYC* expression and subsequent CaP initiation and progression \[[@B92-ijms-19-01255],[@B93-ijms-19-01255],[@B94-ijms-19-01255]\].

4. Germline Mutations Associated with Hereditary Prostate Cancer {#sec4-ijms-19-01255}
================================================================

The patterns of inheritance based on allele frequency and penetrance estimates established by segregation analyses were subsequently used in linkage analysis to localize chromosomal regions that are inherited together with the cancer causing gene \[[@B95-ijms-19-01255]\]. Linkage analysis was used with positional cloning to successfully identify susceptibility genes in breast cancer, colon cancer, and renal cell carcinoma. Applying this strategy, several CaP susceptibility loci were successfully mapped: HPC1 at 1q23-25, PCAP at 1q42, CAPB at 1p36, linkage at 8p22--23, HPC2 at 17p11, and HPCX at Xq27 \[[@B32-ijms-19-01255]\]. Candidate familial CaP susceptibility genes were identified for three of these linkages: *RNASEL* (mapping to the HPC1) \[[@B96-ijms-19-01255]\], *ELAC2* (mapping to the HPC2) \[[@B97-ijms-19-01255]\] and *MSR1* (mapping to 8p22--23 \[[@B98-ijms-19-01255]\]. These CaP predisposition genes were found to harbor low- to moderate-penetrance alleles and affect pathways that influence prostate function. Highly penetrant mutations were also detected in genes that regulate critical steps in developmental program, such as *HOXB13* \[[@B28-ijms-19-01255],[@B29-ijms-19-01255]\], DNA replication, such as *BRCA2* \[[@B30-ijms-19-01255]\], DNA mismatch repair (MMR), such as *MSH2* \[[@B99-ijms-19-01255]\], or DNA damage repair, such as *CHEK2* and *ATM* \[[@B100-ijms-19-01255]\] ([Figure 2](#ijms-19-01255-f002){ref-type="fig"}).

4.1. ELAC2, RNASEL and MSR1 {#sec4dot1-ijms-19-01255}
---------------------------

*ELAC2* was initially identified as a CaP susceptibility gene but subsequent studies that focused on its most common variants, S217L and A451T found both of these alleles to be of low penetrance \[[@B107-ijms-19-01255],[@B108-ijms-19-01255]\]. A recent meta-analysis of 18 studies evaluating the these two alleles found both to be associated with increased CaP risk among CA and Asian men, but not among AA men \[[@B109-ijms-19-01255]\]. However, a study of 188 sporadic and 55 familial AA CaP cases detected an association between the S217L allele and increase CaP risk among sporadic cases \[[@B110-ijms-19-01255]\].

The role of *RNASEL* gene variation and its influence on CaP susceptibility has been controversial. The most commonly investigated variants within *RNASEL*, R462Q and D541E, have been found to be significantly associated with CaP in several studies \[[@B111-ijms-19-01255],[@B112-ijms-19-01255],[@B113-ijms-19-01255]\], while other reports show a lack of association for both SNPs and CaP \[[@B114-ijms-19-01255],[@B115-ijms-19-01255]\]. A meta-analysis of 10 independent *RNASEL* genotyping studies for the variants E265X, R462Q, and D541E found an association of the D541E variant with a less than two-fold increased risk of CaP in Caucasians, irrespective of family history \[[@B113-ijms-19-01255]\]. Several independent analyses of AA CaP families were able to confirm the contribution of the HPC1 locus \[[@B116-ijms-19-01255],[@B117-ijms-19-01255]\] to increased CaP susceptibility in AA men. Results from a study of R462Q and D541E variants in a cohort of non-Hispanic Caucasian, Hispanic Caucasian, and AA CaP cases and controls supported the role of *RNASEL* as a predisposition gene for CaP and found significant association between the 462Q variant and CaP risk in AA and Hispanic Caucasians \[[@B112-ijms-19-01255]\].

In addition to its linkage to hereditary CaP, the macrophage receptor scavenger 1 (*MSR1*) gene is located at a locus (8p22) that is often deleted in prostate tumors \[[@B118-ijms-19-01255],[@B119-ijms-19-01255]\]. *MSR1* mutations have been associated with CaP risk in both hereditary and sporadic CaP among Caucasian and AA men \[[@B98-ijms-19-01255]\]. A meta-analysis of eight studies that evaluated common *MSR1* mutations and sequence variants, stratified by race, and sporadic or hereditary cancer concluded that the *MSR1* gene does not independently confer a major risk to CaP but may confer a moderate risk to CaP, especially in black men \[[@B120-ijms-19-01255]\]. An association study of tagged SNPs in *ELAC2*, *RNASEL* and *MSR1* for suggests that interactions among these genes contribute increased CaP risk consistent with a polygenic model of CaP susceptibility \[[@B121-ijms-19-01255]\].

4.2. HOXB13 {#sec4dot2-ijms-19-01255}
-----------

The *HOXB13* gene codes for a homeobox related transcription factor that regulates gene expression cascades regulating critical cell growth and differentiation stages during prostate development \[[@B122-ijms-19-01255]\]. HOXB13 protein has been shown to be critical for cellular response through its interaction with Androgen Receptor (AR) and FOXA1, and transcriptional inhibition of AR regulated genes \[[@B123-ijms-19-01255],[@B124-ijms-19-01255]\]. The *HOXB13* G84E (rs138213197) variant appears to be the first major germline mutation associated with high risk of the hereditary prostate cancer (HPC). Initially mapped to the 17q21--22 regions by linkage analysis, the rare but recurrent mutation was identified in 18 individuals from four different families after sequencing 200 genes \[[@B29-ijms-19-01255]\]. The mutation rate was approximately twenty-fold higher in unrelated CaP cases of European descent (1.4% or 72 in 5083) compared to control subjects (0.07% or 1 in 1401). The mutation confers an odds ratio of 5.1 for the development of CaP among men with positive family history and early onset compared to 1.7 among men with no family history and late onset \[[@B29-ijms-19-01255]\]. In another genotyping study, the discovery of at least one *HOXB13* G84E mutation carrier in 112 families out of 2443 CaP families (4.6%), primarily of European descent, also supported the association of this mutation with CaP \[[@B125-ijms-19-01255]\]. Other studies further confirmed that the *HOXB13* G84E mutation substantially increases risk of early onset familial CaP in CA men \[[@B102-ijms-19-01255],[@B126-ijms-19-01255],[@B127-ijms-19-01255],[@B128-ijms-19-01255]\] ([Figure 2](#ijms-19-01255-f002){ref-type="fig"}). The G84E mutation was found to be most prevalent in families from the Nordic countries of Finland (22.4%) and Sweden (8.2%) \[[@B129-ijms-19-01255]\]. Different *HOXB13* mutations have also been detected in CaP cases in other racial or ethnic groups, including in African (G216C and R229G) \[[@B29-ijms-19-01255]\] and Asian (G135E) populations \[[@B130-ijms-19-01255]\], but the frequency and impact of these mutations on the risk of CaP remains to be confirmed in studies involving larger cohorts.

4.3. BRCA1 and BRCA2 {#sec4dot3-ijms-19-01255}
--------------------

*BRCA1/2* are tumor suppressor genes (TSG) and the germline mutations of either results in an increased risk of ovarian cancer and early onset breast cancer associated with hereditary breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC) syndrome \[[@B131-ijms-19-01255]\]. The proteins encoded by *BRCA1* and *BRCA2* protect the genome by using the homologous recombination (HR) pathway to carry out high-fidelity replication associated double-strand break (DSB) repair, relying on the undamaged sister chromatid as a template DNA \[[@B132-ijms-19-01255]\]. BRCA1 protein has a broad range of functions that include recruiting effectors to DSB sites, mediating the end resection of DSBs, activating the G1/S, S-phase, and G2/M checkpoints, and mediating HR, Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), as well as single-strand annealing (SSA) repair pathways \[[@B132-ijms-19-01255],[@B133-ijms-19-01255]\]. BRCA2 functions primarily in facilitating HR by recruiting RAD51 to sites of DSBs and in repairing DSBs by HR60 \[[@B134-ijms-19-01255]\]. Rare variants in *BRCA2* and *BRCA1* were implicated to give rise to moderately elevated risk to CaP \[[@B59-ijms-19-01255],[@B73-ijms-19-01255],[@B135-ijms-19-01255]\]. Deleterious mutations in *BRCA1* and *BRCA2* have also been shown to increase the risk of CaP \[[@B136-ijms-19-01255]\].

*BRCA1* mutation carriers younger than 65 years have been shown to have a two-fold increased relative risk of CaP but no evidence of an elevated risk in men aged 65 or older \[[@B137-ijms-19-01255],[@B138-ijms-19-01255]\]. A substitution in *BRCA1* at Q356R was shown to be preferentially transmitted to affected men from 323 non-Hispanic white families with familial and early-onset CaP at an estimated odds ratio of 2.25 \[[@B139-ijms-19-01255]\]. Several studies have evaluated the contribution of *BRCA1* (185delAG and 5382insC) and *BRCA2* (6174delT) founder mutations to risk of CaP among Ashkenazi Jewish men \[[@B140-ijms-19-01255],[@B141-ijms-19-01255],[@B142-ijms-19-01255]\]. Although deleterious mutations for both genes were more prevalent in CaP cases compared to controls in this population, *BRCA2* mutations were found to confer at least a 3-fold elevated risk of high grade CaP, while evidence for the involvement of *BRCA1* in increased risk of CaP was modest \[[@B142-ijms-19-01255]\]. Nevertheless, an evaluation for carriers of *BRCA1* mutations in Hispanic, AA, and Asian American breast cancer patients compared with non-Hispanic white patients, with and without Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry, indicated a prevalence of pathogenic *BRCA1* mutations in minority racial populations \[[@B143-ijms-19-01255]\].

Germline mutations in *BRCA2*, which have been shown to be associated with early onset and poor prognosis of CaP, may account for about 5% of CaP in familial clusters \[[@B144-ijms-19-01255],[@B145-ijms-19-01255],[@B146-ijms-19-01255]\]. An evaluation of 12 CaP cases from 16 Icelandic families who were carriers of a *BRCA2* founder mutations, detected the mutation in 8 patients (66.7%), all of whom developed advanced disease and succumbed to CaP \[[@B144-ijms-19-01255]\]. An analysis of the risk of *BRCA2* mutations for development of other cancers in 173 breast-ovarian cancer families found a five-fold increased relative risk of CaP, which increased to seven-fold among men below the age of 65 among *BRCA2* mutation carriers compared with non-carriers \[[@B138-ijms-19-01255]\]. A study on the benefit of targeted screening of *BRCA1/2* carriers for earlier detection of CaP, men 40 to 69 of age with germline *BRCA1/2* mutations and a non-carrier control group were biopsied if their PSA exceeds \>3 ng/mL. Initial results indicated higher positive predictive value (PPV) for PSA triggered biopsy in *BRCA2* carriers (PPV 48%) compared to controls (PPV 33%), and two-fold higher incidence of CaP (3.3%) in carriers compared to controls (1.6%) \[[@B147-ijms-19-01255]\]. Men with a *BRCA2* mutation were found to have a poorer survival rate (61.8%) than those without a *BRCA2* mutation (94.3%) over a 12-year period \[[@B148-ijms-19-01255]\]. A meta-analysis of the association between *BRCA* mutations and CaP risk and prognosis confirmed that *BRCA1* and *BRCA2* mutations confer up to 4.5-fold and 8.3-fold increased risk of CaP, respectively. *BRCA2* mutations were also found to be associated with an increased risk of high-grade disease, progression to metastatic castrate resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC), and 5-year cancer-specific survival rates of 50% to 60% \[[@B149-ijms-19-01255]\]. The results of these studies showed that a subset of men with early-onset CaP will carry *BRCA1* or *BRCA2* mutations, and that germline mutations of *BRCA2* have a greater contribution to an increased risk of CaP compared to those in *BRCA1*. The small numbers of mutation carriers available has hampered the efforts to determine the frequencies of *BRCA1* and *BRCA2* germline mutations in AA and other racial groups \[[@B103-ijms-19-01255]\] ([Figure 3](#ijms-19-01255-f003){ref-type="fig"}A,B). In view of increased sensitivity of tumors harboring *BRCA1/2* mutations to Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors, which can extend the overall survival in mCRPC patients with *BRCA1/2* mutations, the early identification of *BRCA1/2* mutation carriers and stratification for targeted therapy could improve survival in localized CaP patients. Thus, an awareness of existing family history of cancer in men who present with early-onset CaP could identify this risk and help to avoid harmful clinical consequences.

4.4. DNA Mismatch Repair (MMR) Genes {#sec4dot4-ijms-19-01255}
------------------------------------

Evidence from recent studies suggests that men who are carriers of germline mutations of DNA mismatch repair (MMR) genes have an increased risk of CaP. Mutations in MMR genes, including *MSH2*, *MLH1*, *PMS1*, *PMS2* or *MSH6*, are associated with Lynch Syndrome (LS), a highly penetrant autosomal dominant cancer predisposition syndrome characterized by hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer and other neoplasms. Inactivation of MMR proteins, which work together to repair base-base mismatches and insertion/deletion mispairs generated during DNA replication and recombination, result in a high rate of microsatellite instability (MSI) in their tumors \[[@B99-ijms-19-01255]\]. In a study conducted in Norway, carriers or obligate carriers of MMR gene mutations developed CaP earlier and at a higher frequency than expected to occur by chance in the population \[[@B150-ijms-19-01255]\]. Another study of 764 MMR gene mutation carriers previously diagnosed with colorectal cancer, estimated a 3% higher risk of CaP compared to the general population, demonstrating that carriers of MMR gene mutations with colorectal cancer are at increased risk of CaP \[[@B151-ijms-19-01255]\]. Results from a separate study showed a two-fold higher cumulative lifetime risk of CaP in men with LS compared to the general population \[[@B104-ijms-19-01255]\]. An evaluation of CaP in 16 mutation carriers and in 12 first-degree relatives from 288 Danish LS families found that tumors with mutations in *MSH2*, *MLH1*, and *MSH6* genes had higher Gleason grades, displayed MSI-high phenotype and loss of the respective MMR proteins in a subset of the tumors, further demonstrating the link between LS and CaP \[[@B105-ijms-19-01255]\]. The detection of MSI in prostate tumors of men who were MMR mutation carriers, but not in others with hereditary or sporadic CaP, suggests a causative role in defective DNA mismatch repair \[[@B152-ijms-19-01255]\].

Due to the low frequency of mutations in *MMR* genes, studies that include a diverse racial or ethnic cohort are limited, and the frequencies of MMR genes in minority populations and their association with increased CaP risk remains to be understood \[[@B106-ijms-19-01255],[@B153-ijms-19-01255]\] ([Figure 3](#ijms-19-01255-f003){ref-type="fig"}A,B). A characterization of the mutation spectrum among 51 AA families from the Colon Cancer Family Registry with LS reported the detection of several recurrent and novel mutations in MMR genes \[[@B106-ijms-19-01255]\]. They noted a predominance of mutations in *MLH1* (61%) followed by *MSH2* (21%) among AA cases, whereas among Caucasians with LS, the reported predominant phenotype is *MSH2* followed by *MLH1*. Remarkably, the frequency of the *MLH1* mutation among Caucasians from the same registry was 29.5%. Compared with the AA SEER population-based data, AA men who are MMR gene mutation carriers, and *MLH1* and *MSH2* mutation carriers presented significantly increased risks for CaP \[[@B106-ijms-19-01255]\].

4.5. Germline Alteration in DNA Damage Repair Pathways {#sec4dot5-ijms-19-01255}
------------------------------------------------------

A common thread that links the hereditary breast-ovarian cancer syndrome and Lynch Syndrome associated hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer is mutations of genes in the DNA Damage Repair (DDR) pathway. In addition to *BRCA1* and *BRCA2*, germline mutations in several other DDR genes have been reported to potentially confer greater risks of CaP. The *CHEK2* TSG, which encodes the Checkpoint Kinase 2 (CHK2) protein, is activated by DNA damage to interact with p53, leading to cell cycle arrest, allowing the cell to repair damaged DNA or undergo apoptosis. Missense variants of *CHEK2* have been found to occur between 3% to 10% of CaP cases and are associated with an increased risk of CaP \[[@B154-ijms-19-01255],[@B155-ijms-19-01255]\]. A genotyping study of 637 CaP patients and 445 controls identified the *ATM* 3161G (P1054R) variant allele to be significantly associated with an increased risk of developing CaP (odds ratio = 2.13) \[[@B156-ijms-19-01255]\]. ATM is recruited to DSB sites where it activates other sensor proteins (MDC1 and γH2A.X), as well as CHK2 and p53, which results in cell-cycle arrest to allow the cell to repair the DSB instead of undergoing apoptosis \[[@B157-ijms-19-01255]\]. In a targeted sequencing of 22 TSGs in germline DNA from 191 men with hereditary CaP, deleterious mutation in one of these genes were found in 14 men (7.3%), who were also more likely to have clinically advanced disease. The most commonly mutated genes of the 22 tested were *BRCA2*, *ATM*, *CHEK2*, and *BRIP1/FANCJ* \[[@B100-ijms-19-01255]\]. In a recent integrated analysis of 150 mCRPC cases for pathogenic somatic and germline genomic alterations, which include alterations in *BRCA2*, *BRCA1* and *ATM*, were detected in 8% of the cases \[[@B158-ijms-19-01255]\]. A larger study by Pritchard et al. \[[@B30-ijms-19-01255]\] of 692 men with mCRPC identified a significantly higher incidence (11.8%) of germline mutations of DNA-repair genes among men with mCRPC than the incidence (4.6%) among men with localized CaP. Deleterious germline mutations of DNA-repair genes were detected in 16 genes, including *BRCA2* (5.3%), *ATM* (1.6%), *CHEK2* (1.9%), *BRCA1* (0.9%), *RAD51D* (0.4%), and *PALB2* (0.4%). Increasing evidence has demonstrated that these germline DNA-repair gene mutation carriers are at increased likelihood of experiencing advanced disease, metastatic spread, and poorer survival outcome.

Studies of the contribution of rare genetic variants of DDR genes to CaP in AA men and other minority populations have been hampered by low participation in large genetic studies, particularly those focused on early-onset and familial disease \[[@B30-ijms-19-01255],[@B100-ijms-19-01255]\] ([Figure 3](#ijms-19-01255-f003){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Beebe-Dimmer and colleagues performed targeted exome sequencing of 160 genes in a cohort of 96 AA men with early-onset CaP (≤55 years at diagnosis) to characterize rare germline mutations in young AA men diagnosed with clinically significant CaP. They identified protein-truncating mutations in *BRCA2* and *BRIP1/FANCJ* in three men with early onset CaP, as well as rare, missense variants in *BRCA1*, *BRCA2*, *PMS2*, and *ATM* that were likely to be pathogenic \[[@B101-ijms-19-01255]\].

5. Somatic Mutations in the Genome of Localized Primary Prostate Cancer {#sec5-ijms-19-01255}
=======================================================================

Before the advent of Next-Gen sequencing (NGS) technologies, alterations of somatic mutation patterns and signaling pathways in primary and metastatic tumors were detected mainly by gene expression and copy number profiling studies using array based technologies followed by targeted sequencing of a limited number of samples \[[@B159-ijms-19-01255],[@B160-ijms-19-01255],[@B161-ijms-19-01255],[@B162-ijms-19-01255]\]. Classical and molecular cytogenetic techniques, including fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH), and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), were also used to detect gene deletions and duplications, such as the deletions of *NKX3-1* at 8p21 and *PTEN* at 10q23, and amplifications of *c-MYC* at 8q24 and *AR* at Xq12 \[[@B163-ijms-19-01255],[@B164-ijms-19-01255]\]. The higher frequencies of *BRAF* and *RAF1* copy number gain in CaP among Chinese men than in CA men were detected by using FISH \[[@B165-ijms-19-01255]\]. Further advances in gene expression profiling and bioinformatics have revealed the overexpression of ERG in prostate tumors that led to the discovery of *TMPRSS2-ERG* fusion \[[@B166-ijms-19-01255],[@B167-ijms-19-01255]\]. The evolution in NGS and computing technologies, together with collaborative efforts of cancer researchers have accelerated the profiling of the genomic landscape of localized and metastatic prostate tumors \[[@B168-ijms-19-01255],[@B169-ijms-19-01255]\]. These efforts have confirmed the mutation of frequently altered driver genes in CaP, including *TMPRSS2-ERG* gene fusion and *PTEN* deletion.

The initial genomic studies of CaP using NGS technologies were performed largely on tumor specimens from men of Caucasian or European ancestry ([Figure 3](#ijms-19-01255-f003){ref-type="fig"}C,D). The first WGS on primary prostate tumors of seven CA men by Berger et al. \[[@B170-ijms-19-01255]\] identified mutations in *Speckle-Type POZ Protein* (*SPOP*) gene, subunit of a Cullin-based E3 ubiquitin ligase, and in genes coding for chromatin modifiers (*CHD1*, *CHD5*, and *HDAC9*), and heat shock stress response chaperone complex (*HSPA2*, *HSPA5*, and *HSP90AB1*). The study uncovered, in addition to *PTEN*, novel deletions in *CADM2* and *MAGI2*. The use of NGS in this study enabled the observation of balanced chromosomal rearrangements, which were not detected using earlier methods. A subsequent WES on 112 localized prostate tumors from primarily Caucasian patients identified new recurrent mutations in *MED12* and *FOXA1* \[[@B171-ijms-19-01255]\]. The authors highlighted *SPOP* as the most prevalent gene mutation (13%), which was mutually exclusive of *ETS* family gene rearrangements and was associated with distinct mutation profiles that defined a new molecular subtype of CaP. The WGS analysis of a subset of this cohort, consisting of 57 genomes of prostate tumors, identified *TMPRSS2-ERG* fusions, and recurrent deletion or rearrangement of cancer driver genes *PTEN*, *NKX3-1*, *CDKN1B*, *TP53*, and *RB1* \[[@B172-ijms-19-01255]\]. The term "chromoplexy" was introduced to describe a pattern of highly interdependent DNA translocations and deletions that generated oncogenic fusions and disrupted multiple TSGs over relatively few events, which became the basis of the proposed model of punctuated cancer evolution \[[@B172-ijms-19-01255]\].

A coordinated effort by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) researchers analyzed 333 primary tumors by WES and an additional 119 cases by WGS \[[@B173-ijms-19-01255]\]. Their efforts resulted in the grouping of 74% of the tumors into one of seven molecular subtypes based on distinct oncogenic drivers, defined by gene fusions involving genes of the *ETS* transcription factor family (*ERG*, *ETV1*, *ETV4*, or *FLI1)*, or mutations in *SPOP*, *FOXA1* or *IDH1*. These subgroups have unique Androgen Receptor (AR) signaling response, genome-wide DNA hyper-methylation, and miRNA expression profiles \[[@B173-ijms-19-01255]\]. Mutations or deletions in DNA repair genes, such as *BRCA2*, *BRCA1*, *CDK12*, *ATM*, *FANCD2*, or *RAD51C* affected about 20% of cases. Approximately 25% of the tumors had alterations in the *PI3K* or *MAPK* signaling pathways, with frequent loss of *PTEN* (17%), or activation of *PIK3CA*, *PIK3CB*, *AKT1*, and *MTOR*. In addition to identifying the major subtypes among primary prostate cancers, results from this study revealed substantial molecular heterogeneity and underscored potentially actionable molecular defects. Although this study included prostate tumors from 43 (13%) AA men, the number remains insufficient for the findings to be extrapolated to AA or other minority patient groups.

The largest study of primary prostate cancers to date, which focused on localized and non-indolent CaP genome of Gleason Sum less than 7, was carried out by the Canadian CaP Genome Network (CPC-GENE), in partnership with the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) \[[@B174-ijms-19-01255]\]. The researchers analyzed a total of 200 cases by WGS, and an additional 277 cases by WES in order to achieve near-saturation identification of genomic alterations. A profiling of CNAs in 284 cases found recurrent allelic gains of *MYC* and deletions of *PTEN*, *TP53*, and *NKX3-1* that corroborated with earlier reports. Considerably fewer clinically actionable single nucleotide variants (SNVs) were observed in the primary tumors analyzed than in metastatic disease. Only six genes had coding SNV mutations in more than 2% of tumors: *SPOP* (8.0%), *TTN* (4.4%), *TP53* (3.4%), *MUC16* (2.5%), *MED12* (2.3%), and *FOXA1* (2.3%) ([Figure 4](#ijms-19-01255-f004){ref-type="fig"}). Large-scale genomic rearrangements, including *TMPRSS2*-*ERG* fusion were found in 38% of cases. "Kataegis" and "chromothripsis", defined by DNA single-strand breaks and double-strand breaks, respectively, were frequent and correlated with specific genomic profiles \[[@B175-ijms-19-01255],[@B176-ijms-19-01255]\]. SNV mutations in *ATM* were found to be predictive of patient outcome: all patients suffered relapse as defined by biochemical recurrence. Although the findings were based on a cohort of largely European descent, this study highlights the biological difference of localized prostate cancers from advanced mCRPC. The scarcity of recurrent SNV driver aberrations in localized disease led the authors to suggest widespread genotoxic chemotherapy for genetically unstable localized tumors requiring intensified therapy.

6. Somatic Mutations in the Genome of Prostate Cancers from African American Men {#sec6-ijms-19-01255}
================================================================================

Recent discoveries that highlight the higher frequencies of *TMPRSS2-ERG* gene fusion and *PTEN* deletion in prostate tumors of CA men compared to AA men increasingly support the idea that CaP of AA and CA men have distinct somatic gene alterations \[[@B166-ijms-19-01255],[@B177-ijms-19-01255],[@B178-ijms-19-01255],[@B179-ijms-19-01255]\]. Petrovics et al. \[[@B180-ijms-19-01255]\] were the first to compare the genomic profile of localized prostate tumors between seven AA and seven CA men by WGS. Somatic SNVs were detected in coding sequences of *SPOP*, *MED12*, *TP53*, *KMT2C*, *ATM*, *CTNNB1*, and *PIK3CB*, genes previously identified to be recurrently mutated in prostate or other cancers. In addition to confirming the presence of recurrent CaP genomic alterations such as *TMPRSS2-ERG fusion*, *PTEN* and *CHD1* deletions, a novel recurrent deletion of *LSAMP* gene on chromosome 3q13.31 was found to more prevalent in prostate tumors from AA men compared to CA men (26% vs. 7%). *LSAMP* deletion was associated with rapid disease progression, defined by earlier incidence of biochemical recurrence. Deletions of *LSAMP* in other cancers have been associated with aggressive disease \[[@B181-ijms-19-01255],[@B182-ijms-19-01255]\]. A recent study of CaP genome in a Chinese cohort detected *LSAMP* alterations at a frequency (13 of 65 cases, 20%) comparable to that detected in this AA cohort \[[@B183-ijms-19-01255]\]. In contrast, *PTEN* deletion was confirmed to be more prevalent among CA (63%) than AA (15%) men by FISH analysis on tissue microarray from an independent cohort. *PTEN* deletion, together with the activation of *ERG* oncogene via gene fusions, makes up the early tumorigenic driver genes that occur at higher frequencies in CA patients compared to AA men \[[@B177-ijms-19-01255],[@B178-ijms-19-01255],[@B179-ijms-19-01255]\]. The distinct prevalence of recurrent genomic alterations of *PTEN*, *ERG*, and *LSAMP* between AA and CA CaP were further validated by cumulative evaluation of data from 435 cases using FISH analyses of tissue microarrays, and SNP array data from TCGA.

Frequent deletions of *CHD1* in CaP define a subtype of CaP characterized not only by association with *SPOP* mutations and *ETS* gene family fusion-negative status \[[@B184-ijms-19-01255],[@B185-ijms-19-01255]\] but also increased genomic instability \[[@B186-ijms-19-01255]\] that contribute towards development of aggressive CaP \[[@B187-ijms-19-01255]\]. The chromatin remodeling function of CHD1 facilitates the recruitment of HR proteins to DSB sites, specifically C-terminal-binding protein interacting protein (CtIP) and 53BP1, and subsequent end resection during DNA DSB repair \[[@B188-ijms-19-01255],[@B189-ijms-19-01255]\]. Consequently, the loss of *CHD1* leads to decreased error-free HR repair, and resultant increased error-prone NHEJ repair of DSB. These events sensitize cells to PARP inhibitors, which has potential therapeutic relevance.

Lindquist et al. analyzed the genomes of aggressive CaP from 24 AA patients with Gleason grades ≥7 and pathologic stage ≥T2b \[[@B190-ijms-19-01255]\]. The lower prevalence of *TMPRSS2-ERG* gene fusions (21%), and *PTEN* deletions (8%), as well as patterns of Copy Number Alterations (CNAs) exemplified by losses primarily in 8p and gains in 8q, corroborated with previous CaP studies \[[@B177-ijms-19-01255],[@B178-ijms-19-01255],[@B179-ijms-19-01255],[@B191-ijms-19-01255]\]. This study highlighted a novel gene fusion involving *CDC27*-*OAT*, present in 4 of 24 patients (17%). CNAs involving the amplification of *MIR6723*, *PCBD2*, and *TXNDC15*, and the loss of *EBF2* were also detected.

A recent genomic analysis of localized primary prostate tumors on a discovery set 102 AA cases by WES, followed by targeted sequencing on an extension set of 90 cases identified novel recurrent loss-of-function mutations in *ERF* in 5% of AA cases \[[@B192-ijms-19-01255]\] ([Figure 3](#ijms-19-01255-f003){ref-type="fig"}C,D). Deletions of *ERF*, which codes for an *ETS* transcriptional repressor, were detected in 3% of primary prostate cancers, while 3% to 5% of lethal castration resistant prostate adenocarcinomas (CRPCs) harbor either mutations or deletions in *ERF*. Significant levels of somatic mutations were also detected in *SPOP* and *FOXA1.* Consistent with published reports, deletion of *PTEN* or mutation of *PIK3CA* that disrupts the PI3K signaling pathway prove to be infrequent in the primary AA cohort analyzed: the deletion frequency of *PTEN* (6%) in the AA discovery cohort of was less prevalent than in the TCGA cohort (32%); no mutation in *PIK3CA* was detected, compared to approximately 3% mutation frequency in TCGA primary prostate cancers.

7. Genomic Landscape of Advanced and Metastatic Castrate Resistant Prostate Cancer (mCRPC) {#sec7-ijms-19-01255}
==========================================================================================

Kumar et al. \[[@B193-ijms-19-01255]\] were among the first to apply NGS to the genomic analysis mCPRCs by evaluating 23 CaP xenografts derived from 16 different advanced metastatic tumors and high-grade primary carcinomas of CA patients using WES ([Figure 3](#ijms-19-01255-f003){ref-type="fig"}E,F). In addition to recurrent non-synonymous somatic and germline mutations in *TP53*, *DLK2*, *GPC6*, and *SDF4* genes, they observed mutations in the WNT pathway and cases with excessive point mutations or "hypermutated" phenotype. Grasso et al. further delineated the mutational landscape driving the progression of CaP to lethal mCRPC \[[@B185-ijms-19-01255]\], by carrying out WES on 50 lethal, heavily-pretreated mCRPCs. Their analyses confirmed the monoclonal origin of lethal CRPC and noted low overall mutation rates (2.00 per megabase) in heavily treated mCRPCs. This study highlighted deletions in *CHD1* (defined a subset of tumors mutually exclusive of *ETS* family gene fusions), and recurrent mutations in multiple chromatin- and histone-modifying genes, including *KMT2D.* Mutations were also detected in a number of genes coding for proteins that physically interact with the AR, such as *ERG*, *FOXA1*, *KMT2D*, *KDM6A*, and *ASXL1*, which impacts AR-mediated signaling function, highlighting the disruption of novel AR signaling mechanisms in mCRPC tumors ([Figure 4](#ijms-19-01255-f004){ref-type="fig"}).

A larger effort to evaluate the genomic landscape of mCRPC multi-institutional by the Stand Up To Cancer (SU2C)-Prostate Cancer Foundation (PCF) team was carried out by performing whole-exome and transcriptome sequencing of 150 biopsies from mCRPC affected individuals \[[@B158-ijms-19-01255]\]. They confirmed the higher prevalence of mutations in *AR* (63%), *ETS* family (57%), *TP53* (53%), and *PTEN*-*PI3K* pathway genes (49%) compared to localized CaP ([Figure 4](#ijms-19-01255-f004){ref-type="fig"}). The inactivation of critical DNA repair genes was detected in 23% of mCRPC cases. Genes critical for HR mediated repair, *BRCA2*, *ATM*, and *BRCA1*, comprised 19% of the mCRPC cases. Three out of four mCRPC tumors showed a hypermutation phenotype and harbored mutations in the MMR pathway genes *MLH1* or *MSH2*, in agreement with a recent report identifying *MSH2* and *MSH6* alterations in hypermutated CaP \[[@B194-ijms-19-01255]\].

In an effort to evaluate intra-patient tumor heterogeneity, Kumar et al. compared the genomic diversity of 176 primary or metastatic CaP tumors within and between individuals from 63 men previously treated with androgen-deprivation therapy, by WES, array CGH, and transcriptome profiling \[[@B195-ijms-19-01255]\]. Notably, mutation or amplification of the *AR* gene, which is extremely rare in untreated primary CaP, was detected in 63% of mCRPC ([Figure 4](#ijms-19-01255-f004){ref-type="fig"}), comparable to the frequency reported by Robinson et al. \[[@B158-ijms-19-01255]\]. Despite extensive prior treatment to suppress AR function, 88% of men had tumors with robust AR activity and AR activity was inversely associated with cell proliferation \[[@B195-ijms-19-01255]\]. Men with somatic aberrations in DNA-repair genes, such as Fanconi anemia (FA)-complex genes or *ATM* were found to respond over a longer period to carboplatin treatment. In contrast to the increased heterogeneity in primary tumors between individuals, there was limited diversity among metastases within an individual. These findings suggest that major oncogenic driver alterations in metastatic tumors within an individual could be identified by evaluating a single metastasis, which could be used to guide treatment options based on the predicted molecular vulnerabilities.

Progress in NGS has facilitated the comparison of localized and metastatic CaP genomes that enhanced our appreciation of the levels of CaP heterogeneity. Although metastatic tumors display a significantly higher rate of CNAs and mutation frequencies \[[@B158-ijms-19-01255],[@B185-ijms-19-01255],[@B195-ijms-19-01255]\], the subtype distribution remained fairly similar, except for the scarcity of *IDH1* mutation in metastatic tumors \[[@B158-ijms-19-01255],[@B173-ijms-19-01255]\]. In primary tumors, increased AR-driven transcription activity was found to be associated with *SPOP* or *FOXA1* mutation subtypes \[[@B173-ijms-19-01255]\]. Interestingly, AR signaling was more frequently altered in the metastatic tumors, by amplification or mutation of AR, events that are usually absent in primary tumors, indicating that most mCRPC tumors have active AR signaling pathway. Treatment of patients with potent AR-pathway antagonists, such as abiraterone or enzalutamide, could induce diverse resistance mechanisms, including *AR* amplification, *AR* mutation, and expression of *AR* splice variants, or select for distinct phenotypes that may become insensitive to AR signaling \[[@B196-ijms-19-01255],[@B197-ijms-19-01255]\]. These results suggest a need to further increase our understanding of the genetic contributions to aggressive or lethal CaP.

To better understand the molecular basis of a subset of tumors that are insensitive to androgen and display neuroendocrine features, Beltran et al. \[[@B198-ijms-19-01255]\] performed WES on 114 metastatic tumor specimens from 51 men with castration resistant prostate adenocarcinoma (CRPC), and on 30 with castration resistant neuroendocrine prostate cancer (CR-NEPC). The significant overlap between CRPC and CR-NEPC tumor genomes observed fits a model most consistent with divergent clonal evolution. It was proposed that CR-NEPC is most likely to have adapted from one or more subclonal populations of CRPC cells with wild-type *AR* under selective pressure and subsequently acquired new genomic and epigenomic drivers associated with decreased AR signaling and epithelial plasticity \[[@B198-ijms-19-01255]\]. In an independent study, targeted deep sequencing was performed on 504 tumors, ranging from localized, metastatic non-castrate, and mCRPC, from 451 patients. Somatic alterations in *TP53* and *BRCA2* were identified as early tumorigenesis events, while alterations in *APC* and *ATM* were enriched in metastatic and CRPC tumors, respectively \[[@B199-ijms-19-01255]\]. About 27% of patients were found to harbor a germline or somatic mutation of a DDR pathway gene. Additional potentially actionable mutations were identified in PI3K and MAP kinase pathways.

*SPOP* mutations, which are more frequent in localized primary tumors (13%) compared to metastatic tumors (8%), identify a distinct molecular subclass of CaP that is almost mutually exclusive of ETS family rearrangements. Besides elevated levels of DNA methylation, and *SPINK1* mRNA overexpression, cases with *SPOP* mutations are associated with higher rates of CHD1 deletions (occurring in 58% of cases) \[[@B158-ijms-19-01255],[@B171-ijms-19-01255],[@B173-ijms-19-01255]\]. A targeted evaluation of *SPOP* mutations of CaP tissue specimens derived from radical prostatectomy, transurethral resection of the prostate, or metastatic biopsies from a multi-ethnic cohort of 720 CA, AA, and Asian patients detected *SPOP* mutations occurring at a frequency of 8.1% (4.6% to 14.4%), in agreement with earlier reports \[[@B184-ijms-19-01255]\]. However, no significant association between *SPOP* mutations with ethnicity, clinical, or pathologic parameters was observed. Interestingly, Romanel et al. identified a non-coding polymorphic allele at 7p14.3, associated with *SPOP* mutations through a hormone dependent DNA damage response \[[@B200-ijms-19-01255]\]. This genetic predisposition may positively select for *SPOP* mutations in response to DNA damage.

8. Impact of Prostate Cancer Genomics on the Prognosis, Treatment, and Ethnic Disparity of Prostate Cancer {#sec8-ijms-19-01255}
==========================================================================================================

The availability of high-fidelity genomic sequence data from NGS has not only revealed the differences between intra-patient and inter-patient tumor heterogeneity \[[@B195-ijms-19-01255]\] but also the differences between intra-focal and inter-focal tumor heterogeneity within an individual \[[@B201-ijms-19-01255]\]. The identification of deleterious germline and somatic mutations in the CaP genome has provided a basis for stratifying of tumors into molecular subtypes with distinct genomic alteration profiles \[[@B31-ijms-19-01255],[@B173-ijms-19-01255]\]. This practice could provide the framework for improving the prognosis of disease and developing predictive biomarkers for personalized treatments. Genomic alterations of distinct driver genes may reveal critical signaling pathways and tumor-specific dependencies that could be targeted with treatments currently in development for other cancers.

The DDR pathway provides an example of a clinically actionable pathway that is responsive to targeted treatments \[[@B103-ijms-19-01255],[@B202-ijms-19-01255],[@B203-ijms-19-01255]\]. The enrichment of DDR gene defects in mCRPC tumors suggests a possible role for genomic instability in promoting carcinogenesis, disease progression, and development of a more aggressive phenotype. Carriers of germline *BRCA2* mutation are more likely to present with advanced CaP with higher Gleason score, and exhibit poorer survival than non-carriers \[[@B103-ijms-19-01255],[@B144-ijms-19-01255],[@B148-ijms-19-01255],[@B149-ijms-19-01255]\]. Somatic mutations of DDR genes affected approximately 20% of localized primary CaP and mCRPC \[[@B158-ijms-19-01255],[@B173-ijms-19-01255]\]. Germline DNA alterations to DDR genes were detected in approximately 10% of mCRPC tumors \[[@B30-ijms-19-01255],[@B158-ijms-19-01255]\]. Initially developed as an anticancer agent for tumors with impaired homologous recombination DNA repair, PARP inhibitors have been shown to induce significant tumor responses in cancer patients carrying germline *BRCA1*/*2* mutations \[[@B204-ijms-19-01255]\]. Metastatic CRPC tumors harboring germline or somatic defects in DDR genes have been reported to be susceptible to PARP inhibitors through a synthetic lethal interaction \[[@B204-ijms-19-01255],[@B205-ijms-19-01255]\] and have also shown hypersensitivity to platinum-based chemotherapy resulting in exceptional responses \[[@B195-ijms-19-01255],[@B206-ijms-19-01255],[@B207-ijms-19-01255]\]. Defective DNA repair genes may confer tumor-specific vulnerability to immune checkpoint inhibitors, due to a higher neo-antigen burden resulting from genomic instability in these patients' tumors \[[@B208-ijms-19-01255],[@B209-ijms-19-01255]\].

Mutations that disrupt the RAS-Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)-and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways mostly through the deletion of *PTEN* or rare mutations in other pathway members, including *PIK3CA*, *PIK3CB*, *AKT*, and *MTOR*, also provide targets for potential treatment. Gene alterations of this signaling pathway were found in approximately 25% of primary tumors and in about 50% of mCRPC tumors but were less frequent in primary CaP of AA men \[[@B158-ijms-19-01255],[@B173-ijms-19-01255],[@B190-ijms-19-01255]\]. Currently, several small molecule inhibitors targeting the PI3K signaling pathway, such as the dual PI3 Kinase/mTOR inhibitor LY3023414, and the PI3K-β inhibitor (GSK2636771) in combination with enzalutamide, are being evaluated in patients harboring tumors with *PTEN* loss \[[@B210-ijms-19-01255],[@B211-ijms-19-01255]\].

The hypothesis that the presence of a molecular marker predicts response to a targeted therapy regardless of tumor histology has become the basis for clinical trials referred to as "basket trials" \[[@B212-ijms-19-01255]\]. The NCI-MATCH (Molecular Analysis for Therapy Choice) currently in progress, is an example of a basket trial that plans to match patients harboring any solid tumor or lymphoma with alterations in at least one of a panel of cancer driver genes with a targeted drug, independent of tumor histology \[[@B213-ijms-19-01255]\]. Such trials aim to establish proof of principle for developing a precision medicine approach to treat clinical cancer by identifying novel targets that are responsive to treatment. The recent US Food and Drug Administration approval of immune checkpoint inhibitors for microsatellite instability-high (MSI-hi) and MMR-deficient cancers has direct implications for CaP with similar genetic profiles \[[@B208-ijms-19-01255],[@B209-ijms-19-01255]\]. These developments suggest that it may soon become feasible to routinely match the genomic information of the patient and their tumors to the most efficacious treatment available.

The feasibility of targeted therapies for CaP is likely to create a demand for routine genetic profiling of tumor and germline DNA by next-generation sequencing assays, particularly in the management of advanced or mCRPC \[[@B205-ijms-19-01255]\]. More patients with mCRPC are likely to have their germline or tumor DNA sequenced to find actionable mutations that can guide individualized treatment options. These decisions could lead to the discovery of germline mutations that may have wider implications on immediate family members, who in turn may require genetic counseling \[[@B199-ijms-19-01255],[@B205-ijms-19-01255]\]. Based on the need to inform precision medicine options and the increasing evidence for a hereditary basis for CaP, the Philadelphia Prostate Cancer Consensus 2017 was convened to establish guidelines for genetic testing for inherited CaP risk, genetic counseling, and management on the basis of genetic findings \[[@B80-ijms-19-01255]\]. The panel strongly agreed on the need for engagement of patients in shared decision making for genetic testing for CaP. The panel achieved a strong consensus for the targeted testing of specific genes in all men with CaP, who are from families with higher risks conferred by hereditary prostate cancer (HPC), hereditary breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC), or Lynch Syndrome (LS), which involves the testing of *HOXB13*, *BRCA1/2*, and DNA mismatch repair genes, respectively. There was moderate agreement to test *ATM*, but a strong consensus to factor in *BRCA2* for the screening of CaP to inform prognosis and targeted therapy. While acknowledging the urgent need to identify distinct germline mutations that confer risk of hereditary CaP among AA men, there was strong consensus that until such genetic data are available, AA men should follow the same criteria as men in other race groups. This consensus convention is a milestone event marking the threshold of a new era for the multi-gene testing for CaP.

9. Addressing the Under-Representation of Minority Populations in CaP Genomic Studies {#sec9-ijms-19-01255}
=====================================================================================

This review has discussed the progress from early identification of germline variants associated with increased susceptibility to CaP to recent profiling of germline and somatic alterations leading to the molecular subtyping of tumors for personalized treatments. The recent advances in genomic sequencing of cancer types, including CaP, has revealed a deficit in the participation of racial and ethnic minorities. A survey of the over five thousand samples that were sequenced in ten tumor types within The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) initiative, only 12% were from Blacks, 3% were Asian, 3% were Hispanic and less than 0.5% were from Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander or Native Americans compared to 77% from Whites \[[@B18-ijms-19-01255]\]. The breakdown of racial or ethnic representation of studies on hereditary cancer syndromes and in the mapping of the genomic landscape of both localized and metastatic prostate tumors discussed in this review further underscore this fact. The inclusion of AA men and other minority populations can identify population specific variants to help us better understand their contribution to overall cancer burden \[[@B214-ijms-19-01255]\]. Large-scale collaborative genomic studies of CaP that address the under-representation of AA and minority populations are essential for the discovery and validation of distinct cancer driver gene alterations across populations of different ancestries. To detect such unique mutations in a subpopulation of patients we have to be able to discern a signal above the noise--the mutation rate of the gene of interest above the background mutation frequency. Thus, large sample sizes are required to establish the power to detect mutations confidently above the background rate \[[@B215-ijms-19-01255]\]. The underlying diversity in allelic architecture or differential linkage dis-equilibrium across population raises doubt whether genetic discoveries derived from cohorts underrepresented by minority groups could be generalized across populations and that the translation of these findings into pan-ethnic clinical and public health interventions may worsen existing health disparities \[[@B216-ijms-19-01255]\]. Recent reports of a higher prevalence of novel *LSAMP* deletion \[[@B180-ijms-19-01255]\], *CDC27*-*OAT* gene fusion \[[@B190-ijms-19-01255]\], and deleterious *ERF* mutations \[[@B192-ijms-19-01255]\] in CaP tumors of AA men, and increased *PCDH9* deletion and *PLXNA1* amplification in CaP tumors of Chinese men \[[@B183-ijms-19-01255]\], highlight the presence of distinct CaP genomic profiles of men from different racial or ethnic populations. Whether these genomic aberrations are prevalent in AA or other ethnic populations and could become actionable targets for personalized treatments would require further validation in large-scale studies.

In the US, concerns over the lack of diversity in genetic research has led to the mandated inclusion of minority groups under the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Policy and Guidelines on Inclusion of Women and Minority as Subjects in Clinical Research \[[@B217-ijms-19-01255]\]. Scientist are required to use the race categories defined by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB): American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and White \[[@B218-ijms-19-01255]\]. Hispanic or Latino identity are separately classified under ethnicity. These categories are used to collect, present and compare data on race and ethnicity amongst federal databases, including the census and national health databases. However, these are oversimplified social-political constructs that neither accurately define the anthropological or the genetic diversity of human populations. For example, a Pew Research Center survey estimated that 6.9% of American adults are multiracial based on races reported for themselves, their parents and their grandparents, and if the races of great-grandparents and earlier ancestors were taken into account, that estimate would have increased to 13.1% \[[@B219-ijms-19-01255]\]. In addition to homogenous races of people that arise from geographic or cultural isolation over many generations, population processes that include migration, colonization, conquest, slavery, socially enforced endogamy and natural selection, have contributed to the patterns of human genetic variation that exists today \[[@B220-ijms-19-01255],[@B221-ijms-19-01255]\]. Although the term "ethnicity" was often used interchangeably with race, it emphasizes the cultural, socioeconomic, religious status of human groups rather than their genetic heritage, and it may change with changing time and circumstances \[[@B222-ijms-19-01255]\]. Another alternative is to categorize individuals by ancestry, which can be defined geographically (e.g., Asian or sub-Saharan African), geopolitically (Japanese or Icelandic), or culturally (Lemba or Parsi) \[[@B223-ijms-19-01255]\]. Genotyping Analysis of hundreds of polymorphic loci of globally distributed populations have shown the association of genetic variations with biogeographical ancestry \[[@B224-ijms-19-01255]\]. In GWAS of large genotyped samples with admixture population structures, population stratification can arise when both the allele frequency and the distribution of a trait under study differ among subgroups of people included in the study. Unless corrected for, the population stratification can lead to excess false-positives \[[@B225-ijms-19-01255]\]. Bioinformatics tools devised to correct for population stratification, such as EIGENSTRAT \[[@B225-ijms-19-01255]\], STRUCTURE \[[@B226-ijms-19-01255]\], fastStructure \[[@B227-ijms-19-01255]\], ADMIXTURE \[[@B228-ijms-19-01255]\], and AIPS \[[@B229-ijms-19-01255]\] can be used to accurately validate self-reported ancestry or estimate unknown ancestry of cases. Using these tools to distinguish between population groups may be practical step until a standard set of race and ethnicity measures can be established.

The current lack of diversity in human genomic studies can be attributed to both scientific and logistical challenges, such as difficulty recruiting participants from minority populations, and unequal distribution of biomedical funding \[[@B218-ijms-19-01255],[@B230-ijms-19-01255]\]. While the inclusion policy has the potential to help understand and eliminate health disparities, emphasizing the proportional recruitment of minority groups in NIH funded studies may not be the most effective way to achieve this goal. Critics argue that insufficient participation and underrepresented sub-samples of minority groups in genetic and genomic studies can limit statistical power required for robust subgroup analysis and reduce the accuracy and rigor of these studies. A better alternative may be to carry out targeted studies tailored directly to the minority population of interest, which can lead to greater ease of discovery \[[@B218-ijms-19-01255]\]. A recent joint report aimed at enhancing cancer health disparities research offered recommendations that are relevant to the racial and ethnic disparity in CaP genomics. These recommendations include funding additional collaborative transdisciplinary studies focused on populations with unequal burdens of particular cancers, ensuring major initiatives (e.g., TCGA, Precision Medicine Initiative, and Cancer Moonshot Initiative) include sufficient representation of minority populations, developing and enhancing existing national biorepositories of solid cancers from underserved populations, and creating consortia that gather relevant biospecimen, clinical, data needed to conduct adequately powered hypothesis-driven health disparities research \[[@B230-ijms-19-01255]\].

There are concerns that the use of racial or ethnic categories can lead to dangerous stereotyping in medical practice or send the harmful message to the broader public that distinctions between socially defined populations are genetically well established \[[@B231-ijms-19-01255]\]. To allay these concerns, it is important to stress that the goal of ensuring adequate participation of minority racial and ethnic populations in cancer genomics research is to ensure that we do not miss finding rare gene alterations in these populations. These discoveries, when translated into clinical interventions will be used to treat the disease based on the gene alterations of the cancer, regardless of the race or ethnicity of the individual \[[@B213-ijms-19-01255]\]. Therefore, increasing the participation of minority populations could help the discovery of rare driver gene mutations that enhance the accessibility of personalized medicine. This could prevent the cost of ineffective treatments, reduce morbidity, improve outcomes, and may contribute to overcoming the racial and ethnic disparity in CaP.
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![Approximate contribution of germline mutations, low penetrance alleles and sporadic somatic mutations to prostate cancer incidence. While most prostate cancer arise from sporadic somatic mutations, about 5% of prostate cancers develop from autosomal dominant highly penetrant germline mutations, and approximately 30% of cases of prostate cancer occur as a result of interaction between genes with low penetrance alleles and the environment.](ijms-19-01255-g001){#ijms-19-01255-f001}

![Hereditary cancer syndromes and prostate cancer. Men from families with hereditary cancer syndromes, including Hereditary Prostate Cancer (HPC), Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer (HBOC) and Lynch Syndrome (LS), which are associated with defects in *HOXB13*, *BRCA1/2* and DNA Mismatch Repair genes, respectively, may benefit from genetic testing (**A**). Frequency of pathogenic germline alterations in DDR genes \[[@B30-ijms-19-01255],[@B100-ijms-19-01255],[@B101-ijms-19-01255]\] and in genes associated with hereditary cancer syndromes (HPC \[[@B29-ijms-19-01255],[@B102-ijms-19-01255]\], HBOC \[[@B103-ijms-19-01255]\], and LS \[[@B104-ijms-19-01255],[@B105-ijms-19-01255],[@B106-ijms-19-01255]\]) detected in metastatic prostate cancers (**B**).](ijms-19-01255-g002){#ijms-19-01255-f002}

![Racial and ethnic disparity in genomic studies of prostate cancer. The distribution of race and ethnicity of cohorts analyzed for germline mutations (**A**), somatic mutations in localized prostate cancers (**B**), and somatic mutations in advanced or metastatic castrate resistant prostate cancers (**C**), in each study reviewed (i), and when grouped together (ii). \* In studies which the race or ethnicity of cohort were not specified, the cohort were assumed to be largely Caucasian based on the population of the locale where the study was conducted.](ijms-19-01255-g003){#ijms-19-01255-f003}

![Frequency of somatic gene alteration events reported in selected genomic studies of localized primary prostate cancer and in advanced, metastatic, and/or castrate resistant prostate cancer. Size of circle is proportional to the frequency of gene alteration events (point mutations, deletions, amplifications or gene fusions). \* Only gene alteration events in African American cases are shown.](ijms-19-01255-g004){#ijms-19-01255-f004}
